Identification of neurotransmitter receptor genes under significantly relaxed selective constraint by orthologous gene comparisons between humans and rodents.
Neurotransmitter receptors (neuroreceptors) are classified into two types, G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and ligand-gated ion channels. The former occupies a small part of the large GPCR superfamily, whereas the latter consists of three superfamilies. In these superfamilies, humans and rodents share almost the same set of neuroreceptor genes. This neuroreceptor gene set is good material to examine the degree of selective constraint exerted on each member gene of a given superfamily. If there are any neuroreceptor genes under the degree of selective constraint that is very different from that of the other member genes, they may have influenced the functional features characteristic of human neural activities. With the aim of identifying such neuroreceptor genes, we collected sequence data of orthologous neuroreceptor genes for humans, mice, and rats by database searches. This data set included ortholog pairs for 141 kinds of neuroreceptor genes, which covered almost the whole set of neuroreceptor genes known to be expressed in the human brain. The degree of selective constraint was estimated by computing the ratio (d(N)/d(S)) of the number of nonsynonymous substitutions to that of synonymous substitutions. We found that the d(N)/d(S) ratio ranged widely and its distribution fitted a gamma distribution. In particular, we found that four neuroreceptor genes are under the significantly relaxed selective constraint. They are an ionotropic glutamate receptor subunit NMDA-2C, two GABA(A) receptor subunits, i.e., GABA(A)-epsilon and GABA(A)-theta, and a dopamine receptor D4. Interestingly, these neuroreceptors have been reported to be associated with cognitive abilities such as memory and learning, and responsiveness to novel stimuli. These cognitive abilities can influence the behavioral features of an individual. Thus, it suggests that the relaxed-constraint neuroreceptor genes have evolved, assuring that the nervous system responds to a variety of stimuli with proper flexibility.